
 

Workshops 

Domo�cs  
 
A. Realization of a model 

The design and the process of carrying out the model were made by 4 professional units 
within the establishment in collabora�on. 

Collaboration of students' work of technology specialization STI2D EE with 

workshops 
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As part of the high school class STI2D specializa�on in energy environment, 4 students of the                

last year worked on a project of " energy efficiency of a home using home automation ". 

This 70-hour work over the last 6 months was broken down into the following phases: 

First phase: 

-Preliminary study: study of possible choices, different technologies, compara�ve studies 

-Choosing technology and size calcula�on: a�er having determined the technology of the            

box, the students chose and ordered different devices (radiator, shu�er, ligh�ng ...); ge�ng             

into contact with the sales representa�ves of the companies 

- Ordering and receiving devices: ge�ng familiar       

with different elements of the home automa�on       

model 

 -          Collaboration with pupils from workshops 

·          Organisation : for carrying out the structure 

·  Electricity : for establishment of the electrical        

models, implantation material and the return of       

materials which have been ordered 

·  SEN : for explaining the choices of the         

protocol and the box 

Second phase: 

- First programming: knowledge of programming mode,       

networking of this box, calling the company in order to set the            

high school network to accept this new device 

- Finaliza�on of the programs in rela�on to a defined bill of 

specifica�ons 

-Wri�ng reports of their project and presenta�on in front of a jury   See attached student 

reports 
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B. Presentation of the model to our Italian colleagues 

September of 2017:  Work of Italian colleagues and presentation of the model 

(programming method, technology, possible work) 

Documents of the offered work: 

1)       How to log in : 

https://my.zipato.com/zipato-web/app2login 

Username : sti2d.ee.lamache@gmail.com 

Password :  groupeee 

2)     Objective of the Zipabox  
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3. Presentation of the mode l 
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4. Examples of programming 

To add modules in the zipabox 

The modules are all the devices that are connected to the box and in order to make the 

box recognize them, they should be incorporated. For this, we must: 

➢ Click on the magnifying glass to open the sec�on. 

➢Click "+ ADD MODULE": the Add Device window opens. 
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 You must also choose your elements from the "Modules" sec�on: 

-          Actuator 
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-          Alarm 

-          Remote control 

-          Measuring bar 

-          Sensor 

-          Thermostat 

The crea�on of a rule requires compulsorily a 

trigger element. This element can be an 

actuator, an alarm, a remote control, a 

thermostat, a sensor, a schedule, etc. 

To add another block, select it and place it in your first block. If the place where you                  

want to put your block is greyed out, then it means that your block will be well                 

integrated (in the opposite case, you will not be able to make the use of it for your rule). 

Same process for adding other elements (in our example, we add a "Sensor" part as a                

trigger). 

5) Example of usage: controlling the access  
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a) Go into the keyboard parameters 

 

  b) Once we're in the menu, we can start programming 

 

  Implementation example 

a) The rule ( règle)  number 3 allows us to control the electric door opener 5 seconds 

a�er detec�ng the badge.  
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b) This rule ( règle)  shows us the example of an intrusion: the person went out of the                  

house and ac�vated a part with the code that was set in the Keyboard. If the sensor                 

detects a movement, the alarm will go off for 2 seconds, then stop for 7 seconds and go                  

off again. 

For deac�va�ng the alarm, all we have to do is type the code in the keypad                

which disables the part and puts the alarm into the “off” mode ( règle             

number 2) 

 

  THE FINAL PRODUCT (MODEL) AND ITS FUNCTIONING 
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  C.  Theoretical work of home automation in Treviso 

In a first �me , a lesson on home automa�on was done by an Italian teacher. It allows to                  

become familiar with the different technologies. A powerpoint has been presented as            

shown in some pictures a�ached 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the second �me, during the visit of French students in Treviso, group work was               

proposed.Each group composed of French and Italian students had to define home            

automa�on choices and show on house plans the loca�on of the elements. A�er this              

work, each group presented their research verbally, in English in front of the other              

groups. 

The following photos show some group reflec�ons. 
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Addi�onally the students visited the building site of the work in progress for the 
construc�on of residen�al units for elderly people inclusive of domo�c system. 
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 D) GROUP WORK ON THE MODEL (February 2018) 

During the exchange in February 2018, the French and Italian pupils worked on the              

model, mostly on its programming. In groups of 3 to 4 pupils, they determined a               

scenario and they programmed it. The purpose of the work was an oral presenta�on for               

all the pupils, professors and parents. 

 

Home automation systems helping disabled people 

In order to communicate in the everyday situa�ons, it is necessary to have 2 elements: 
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• A method of communica�on:  speech 

• A language of communica�on:  English in the case of this exchange 

If you do not have these two elements in common with your interlocutor, you will not                

be able to understand each other: a person speaking French will not be able to               

communicate with a person speaking Italian in the same way that a person using a               

telephone will not be able to communicate with a person seeking to communicate in              

wri�ng. 

In home automa�on, it's exactly the same: you need a language and a suitable method               

of communica�on. 

Definition of a protocol 

The language used in home automa�on is called protocol. 

When a transmi�er wants to examine or control a receiver, these two must have the               

same language and the same communica�on protocol. 

Choice of the home automation protocol 

Home automa�on is the fact of being able to         

interact between a controller (a programmer, a       

remote control) and an actuator (a socket, a relay). 

The controller can use a sensor to automa�cally        

react depending on a state (a temperature, a level of          

humidity, a level of wind). If it has a remote control           

it can also be directly ac�vated. 

To communicate between these elements, we will find 3 different methods: 

1.The wired communica�on which consists of wiring controllers, sensors, actuators ... 

2.Radio communica�on which consists of communica�ng wirelessly (different        

frequencies are possible) 
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3.Power-line communica�on that sends its commands to the power grid. The           

informa�on is sent to the mains power supply of your house, your building. 

In each of these methods, advantages and disadvantages can be found. Wiring a house,              

that’s what is be�er because it avoids waves or radia�on, but it is not always possible                

depending on the type of renova�on you plan. That's why other radio and power-line              

technologies appeared. 

  

TASK 1: Study of the different possible protocols 

So we have the choice between three home        

automa�on protocols as seen previously. 

 

Through Internet research, determine the     

following points of the chosen communica�on protocol 

Home automa�on boxes: which one to choose? 

You should pay a�en�on to the chosen protocol because some are said "owner" made              

by a single manufacturer. These protocols can usually communicate with devices that            

only the manufacturer owns and that are protocol specific. These protocols are also said              

to be closed, 

On the other hand, an open      

protocol has many different    
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manufacturers whose peripherals are all compa�ble with each other, and which can be             

used by several models of home automa�on boxes. An important point in the choice of               

a box is its autonomy. Nowadays many manufacturers offer external servers that they             

own called "Cloud". This allows them to deliver a cheap box since it is only a link                 

between peripheral devices and servers. If the company would close the installa�on,            

home automa�on system would become useless since the servers would all be closed.             

This means that the boxes that offer this kind of service are to be avoided. 

Unlike Jeedom, Zipabox is not autonomous and is therefore connected to Zipato servers.             

The disadvantage is that if the company closes, the box would become unusable             

because it depends on Zipato servers. The advantage is that this box can be used as a                 

security system because the pla�orm my.zipato.com triggers an alarm in case of loss of              

connec�on with the box. It manages most of the tasks of home automa�on just like               

Jeedom (hea�ng regula�on, script) 

To summarize, to choose its box and its protocol, in which order of priority it must be                 
done? 

From 1: the best choice to 5: risky choice 

Open automation protocol + box based on the cloud                                                                                  1

Proprietary home automation protocol open to different boxes + box based on the cloud                 3

Proprietary home automation protocol that is open to different boxes + autonomous box                2

Proprietary and closed home automation protocol + cloud-based proprietary box                              5

Proprietary and closed home automation protocol + autonomous owner box                                      4

TASK 2: Discovery of the home automation model project  Trévise 
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2.1 Using various researches on communica�on protocols and on choices of the right             
box for helping yourself, specify which technology was retained for this model (circle             
your choices). 

2.2 Discovery of different parts of the model 

-  Access the interface (cloud) of the  zipabox  on the website           
h�ps://my.zipato.com/ 

-          Username:  s�2d.ee.lamache@gmail.com 

-     Password:  groupeee 

 

 

 

You will find this page 

a) For discovering materials, install : 

 

Click the icon on    
the le� side and    
later press  

Zwawe. 
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Here you can find all the elements that were installed on the connec�on board              
and are visible in the  cloud. 

b) What is the difference between a  scène  and a  règle  ? 

A  scène 

Contains several ac�ons and allows to manually command a set of elements            
with a remote click (using a PC or a smartphone). 

For example: A person has had an accident in his or her house and we want to                 
call firemen for help. In a  scène , we can ac�vate: 

-          Switching on the electric door opener 

-          Stopping the alarm 

-          Opening the shu�ers. 

We can find this  scène on our       
smartphone, either on the website or      
in an applica�on. 

  

  

Clicking on  démarrer  will get the      
ac�ons going. 

 

 

See: h�ps://blog.domadoo.fr/guides/guide-de-crea�on-de-scenes-regles-
avec-la-zipabox/ 

A  règle  (rule) 

It is more complete than a  scène.  It allows us to carry out all types of ac�ons,                 
according to an infinite number of op�ons, meanwhile a  scène  only allows us             
to ac�vate, change or deac�vate different ac�ons. The programming is very           
easy to carry out thanks to the method  Puzzle,  which allows us to only gather               
the pieces in order to achieve our scenario. 
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c) How do we read an existent  règle (rule),  with modules?  

The programming is very easy to carry out thanks to the method  Puzzle,             
which allows us to only gather the pieces in order to achieve our scenario. 

 

See: 
h�ps://blog.domadoo.fr/guides/guide-de-crea�on-de-scenes-regles-avec-l
a-zipabox/ 

Once you click on it, you find yourself on the interface of crea�ng a  règle  and                
you can make your own from the sec�on »Puzzle« : 

- Control (when, if, if and alterna�vely) 
- Ac�on (ac�on, se�le, send a message, request  http , request, socket,          

wait for  x     seconds) 
- Sensor (programme, sensor, step) 
- Operator 
- Varie�es (dates, hours ...) 
- Advanced (warning, stop ...) 

  

You also have to choose your elements from the sec�on »Modules«: 

- Actuator 
- Alarms 
- Remote-control 
- Measurement 
- Sensor 
- Thermostat 
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The crea�on of a rule ( règle)  has to contain a trigger element. It can be an                
actuator, an alarm, a remote-control, a thermostat, a sensor, a specific �me etc. 

For adding another unit, choose it and put it in the first unit. If the place where                 

you want to put it is shaded, it means that your unit will be well integrated,                

meanwhile if it is not, it means you can't use it for your  règle. 

For other elements, you use the same procedure (in our example, we are             

adding a sensor as the trigger element).  

TASK 3: YOUR WORK 

3.1 Carrying out a “ scène”  

3.2. Carrying out a func�oning rule ( règle)  for the  Trévise  project 

a) You have to determine a simple situa�on in which an old or handicapped              
person is having difficul�es 

b) Determine the elements of the model that you're going to use 

c) Carrying out a scenario with the construc�on of a puzzle 

d) Keep modifying un�l obtaining sa�sfactory outcome.  
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TASK 4: RETURNING YOUR WORK 

Proposed working papers:  

 

E)  SIMULATION OF THE OPERATION OF THE REMOTE HOME         
AUTOMATION MODE (April 2018). 

At the end of the stay in trevise in april 2018, the            
students presented the different works done on       
home automa�on. 

 

The model could not be transported during our trip         
to italy and she stayed in Lyon. 

 

 

A solu�on had to be found to show the work and the            
realiza�on of the remote model. 

The students installed a camera in front of the model          
in Lyon. Thanks to skype so�ware, we can watch its          
opera�on remotely. 
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They watched skype on a video projector that allowed to show the opera�on of the               
model. 

 

With his smartphone, the student     
controls the raising or lowering of the       
shu�ers. we could see on the video       
projector the descent of the shu�er      
on the model to Lyon. 

 

 

Successful home automa�on tests. 
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